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A Guide to the Battles of the American
Revolution - Theodore P. Savas 2006-08-19
A Guide to the Battles of the American
Revolution is the first comprehensive account of
every engagement of the Revolution, a war that
began with a brief skirmish at Lexington Green
on April 19, 1775, and concluded on the
battlefield at the Siege of Yorktown in October
1781. In between were six long years of bitter
fighting on land and at sea. The wide variety of
combats blanketed the North American
continent from Canada to the Southern colonies,
from the winding coastal lowlands to the
Appalachian Mountains, and from the North
Atlantic to the Caribbean. Unlike existing
accounts, A Guide to the Battles of the American
Revolution presents each engagement in a
unique way. Each battle entry offers a wide and
richbut consistenttemplate of information to

make it easy for readers to find exactly what
they are seeking. Every entry begins with
introductory details including the date of the
battle, its location, commanders, opposing
forces, terrain, weather, and time of day. The
detailed body of each entry offers both a
Colonial and British perspective of the unfolding
military situation, a detailed and unbiased
account of what actually transpired, a discussion
of numbers and losses, an assessment of the
consequences of the battle, and suggestions for
further reading. Many of the entries are
supported and enriched by original maps and
photos. Fresh, scholarly, informative, and
entertaining, A Guide to the Battles of the
American Revolution will be welcomed by
historians and general enthusiasts everywhere.
Small Wars Manual - United States. Marine
Corps 1940
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Why Comrades Go to War - Philip Roessler
2019-12-30
In October 1996, a group of ageing Marxists and
unemployed youth coalesced to revolt against
Mobutu Seso Seko, president of Zaire/Congo
since 1965. Backed by a Rwanda-led regional
coalition that drew support from Asmara to
Luanda, the rebels of the AFDL marched over
1500 kilometers inseven months to crush the
dictatorship. To the Congolese rebels and their
Pan-Africanist allies, the vanquishing of the
Mobutu regime represented nothing short of a
"second independence" for Congo and Central
Africa as a whole and the dawning of a new
regional order of peace and security. Within
fifteen months, however, Central Africa's
"liberation peace" would collapse, triggering a
cataclysmic fratricide between the heroes of the
war against Mobutu and igniting the deadliest
conflict since World War II. This book gives an
account Africa's Great War. It argues that the
seeds of Africa's Great War were sown in the

revolutionary struggle against Mobutu- the way
the revolution came together, the way it was
organized, and, paradoxically, the very way it
succeeded. In particular, the book argues that
the overthrow of Mobutu proved a Pyrrhic
victory because the protagonists ignored the
philosophy of Julius Nyerere, the father of
Africa's liberation movements: they put the gun
before the unglamorous but essential task of
building the domestic and regional political
institutions and organizational structures
necessary to consolidate peace after revolution.
Newsletter - United States. Department of State
1976
Fighting for Africa - Robert Johnson Jr.
2011-01-15
Fighting for Africa captures the commitment and
contributions of two men who dedicated their
lives to the fight to free Africa from colonialism
and racism. Ambassador Dudley Thompson,
though born in the West Indies, became a British
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barrister. Thompson lived in Africa, where he
provided essential legal services to Jomo
Kenyatta when he was a defendant in the
infamous Mau Mau trials of the 1950s and when
Kenyatta became the president of independent
Kenya. In addition, Ambassador Thompson
drafted the constitution for newly independent
Tanzania and served as legal advisor to its
president, Julius Nyerere. Bill Sutherland, born
in the United States, took an early stand against
war and militarism in the 1940s and, as a result,
was imprisoned by the United States
government with other peace advocates of the
period, such as David Dellinger. Upon release
from prison, Bill Sutherland emigrated to preindependence Gold Coast, where he worked as
an advisor to President Kwame Nkrumah. Both
men were very instrumental in the early PanAfrican movement and participated in the 1945
conference in Manchester, England. There they
worked with such Pan-African greats as Amy
Garvey, W.E.B. Du Bois, C.L.R. James, and

George Padmore. Fighting for Africa is a seminal
text for college, university, and legal audiences
in that it chronicles the development of the
concept of Pan-Africanism and applies its tenets
to the processes of de-colonization and
nationalism (nation-building) in Africa. The text
will be indispensable to students and scholars
throughout the African Diaspora who desire a
clear understanding of Pan-Africanism as both a
philosophy and practicum.
The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda - Paul
Baines 2019-11-25
The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda tells a
radical new story about propaganda, fake news
and information warfare and their toxic impact
on the communications revolution of the past
twenty years. It explains how propaganda
invades the human psyche, in what ways it does
so, and in what contexts. As a beguiling tool of
political persuasion in times of war, peace, and
uncertainty, propaganda incites people to take,
often violent, action, consciously or
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unconsciously. This pervasive influence is
particularly prevalent in world politics and
international relations today. In this
interdisciplinary Handbook, the editors have
gathered together a group of world-class
scholars from Europe, America, Asia, and the
Middle East, to discuss leadership propaganda,
war propaganda, propaganda for peace
marketing, propaganda as a psychological tool,
terror-enhanced propaganda, and the
contemporary topics of internet-mediated
propaganda. This is the first book of its kind,
shedding a harsh new light on many current
forms and processes ranging from Islamist and
Far Right, troll farms and fake news institutes,
to the more salient everyday manipulative
practices of corporations and brands as well as
political parties. In its four parts, the Handbook
offers researchers and academics of propaganda
studies, peace and conflict studies, media and
communication studies, political science and
governance marketing, as well as intelligence

and law enforcement communities, a
comprehensive overview of the tools and context
of the development and evolution of propaganda
from the twentieth century to the present: Part
One: Concepts, Precepts and Techniques in
Propaganda Research Part Two: Methodological
Approaches in Propaganda Research Part Three:
Tools and Techniques in Counter-Propaganda
Research Part Four: Propaganda in Context
Guerrilla Warfare - Yank Levy 2013-10
This is a new release of the original 1942
edition.
The Guerrilla and how to Fight Him - 1962
Baron Von Steuben's Revolutionary War
Drill Manual - United States. Army 1794
Facsimile of extremely rare 1794 edition of von
Steuben's basic manual of military training and
procedure — the official U.S. military guide until
1812. Formation of a company, marching,
firings, inspection, more. 8 black-and-white
illustrations.
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Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla - Carlos
Marighella 2021-03-09
Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla is a call to
action, no matter how small. It is a small book
which gives advice on how to overthrow an
authoritarian regime, aiming at revolution.
Minimanual was written to be concise and and to
describe the ways for successful revolution. This
book has been fought over to keep in print time
and time again after being banned in multiple
countries, and while there are a few copies
consistently recurring in print today, we wish to
spread this important revolutionary text further.
Eliminating its copyright. Do not let this
minimanual be an isolated event, share it, keep
it in your pocket to read, and spread it. If you
have the means, print it from home as well from
our zine library.
Re-engaging the African Diasporas - Charles
Quist-Adade 2016-08-17
Re-engaging the African Diasporas: PanAfricanism in the Age of Globalization is the

second volume in the Kwame Nkrumah
International Conference series, and brings
together twenty selected papers presented at
the Third Kwame Nkrumah International
Conference held at Kwantlen Polytechnic
University on August 19-21, 2014. Two premises
inform this volume: (1) If the history of slavery
and its vestiges divided and continue to divide
the continent and its Diasporas, modern
technology should be harnessed to bridge that
divide, and (2) the continent’s development is a
boon to the development of what the African
Union has dubbed Africa’s “Sixth Region”. The
book threads together papers that seek to give
academic and intellectual impetus to tie the
continent’s development to that of the African
Diaspora. The goal is to end the inertia and
inward-looking on the part of scholars and
academics in both Africa and “African
International” or “Global Africa,” and re-engage
one another in more productive ways. By
harnessing the enormous resources available in
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our internet age and riding the cresting wave of
globalization, the task of re-engagement will be
vastly enhanced, and the debates and
discussions in this volume will serve to facilitate
this re-engagement. A main highlight of the
conference was a special tribute to Nelson
Mandela to honour his death in December, 2013
and celebrate 20 years of South African
independence. In these papers, scholars examine
Mandela’s role in the transition of South Africa
from a racist state to a democratic nation. They
critically examine how the ANC’s policies have
impacted post-Apartheid South Africa and
question what alternatives remain for the future.
Fighting for Africa - Robert Johnson Jr
2010-03-01
This book reveals contributions of two men who
dedicated their lives to freeing Africa from
colonialism and racism. An ideal text for
university and legal audiences, this book
chronicles the development of the concept of
Pan-Africanism and applies its tenets to the

processes of de-colonization and nationalism
(nation-building) in Africa.
The Anarchist Cookbook - William Powell
2018-03-11
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will
disturb, it will provoke. It places in historical
perspective an era when "Turn on, Burn down,
Blow up" are revolutionary slogans of the day.
Says the author" "This book... is not written for
the members of fringe political groups, such as
the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those
radical groups don't need this book. They
already know everything that's in here. If the
real people of America, the silent majority, are
going to survive, they must educate themselves.
That is the purpose of this book." In what the
author considers a survival guide, there is
explicit information on the uses and effects of
drugs, ranging from pot to heroin to peanuts.
There i detailed advice concerning electronics,
sabotage, and surveillance, with data on
everything from bugs to scramblers. There is a
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comprehensive chapter on natural, non-lethal,
and lethal weapons, running the gamut from
cattle prods to sub-machine guns to bows and
arrows.
The war of the American Revolution - Robert W.
Coakley 1975
The Palgrave Handbook of African Political
Economy - Samuel Ojo Oloruntoba 2020-06-23
This handbook constitutes a specialist single
compendium that analyses African political
economy in its theoretical, historical and policy
dimensions. It emphasizes the uniqueness of
African political economy within a global
capitalist system that is ever changing and
complex. Chapters in the book discuss how
domestic and international political economic
forces have shaped and continue to shape
development outcomes on the continent.
Contributors also provoke new thinking on
theories and policies to better position the
continent’s economy to be a critical global force.

The uniqueness of the handbook lies in linking
theory and praxis with the past, future, and
various dimensions of the political economy of
Africa.
War - Air University (U.S.) 1970
Guerrilla Warfare - Ernesto Che Guevara
2022-11-22
Che Guevara’s classic text on revolutionary
tactics and strategy. Since Guerrilla Warfare
was first published in 1961, it has joined the
canon of classic military literature, consulted by
revolutionaries and counterrevolutionaries alike.
In this book, Che Guevara outlines the lessons
he learned as a guerrilla soldier in the Cuban
revolution and explains how a small group of
dedicated fighters grew in strength with the
support of the Cuban people, overcoming the
odds to vanquish the US-backed dictator’s army
and overthrow the dictatorship. Guerrilla
Warfare is both an insightful account of one of
the decisive revolutionary movements of the
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twentieth century and a timeless resource for
freedom fighters the world over. This edition
includes Che’s corrections and his suggestions
for further revisions to the text—revisions his
murder in 1967 prevented him from making.
The Pan-African Imperative - Michael
Williams 2021-11-15
This book argues that the principles of PanAfricanism are more important than ever in
ensuring the liberation of the people Africa,
those at home and abroad, and the rapid
development of the African continent. The
writings and practice of Osagyefo Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah, Ghana’s first post-independence
prime minister and president, were key in laying
out a vision for post-independence Africa. Now,
in an effort to counter the deluge of neo-liberal
thinking that has engulfed so much of the debate
on African development in recent decades,
Michael Williams illuminates just how important
a role an Nkrumaist intellectual framework can
play in providing an accurate diagnosis of, and

effective solution to, Africa’s development crisis.
This is done by examining Nkrumah’s vision of
the critical role Pan-Africanism must play in the
development of the continent. Raising vitally
important questions about Africa’s development
and the quality of life of its populations, this
book will be a key text for researchers of African
politics, development studies, and the PanAfrican movement.
Warfare in the American Homeland - Joy
James 2007-06-29
The United States has more than two million
people locked away in federal, state, and local
prisons. Although most of the U.S. population is
non-Hispanic and white, the vast majority of the
incarcerated—and policed—is not. In this
compelling collection, scholars, activists, and
current and former prisoners examine the
sensibilities that enable a penal democracy to
thrive. Some pieces are new to this volume;
others are classic critiques of U.S. state power.
Through biography, diary entries, and criticism,
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the contributors collectively assert that the
United States wages war against enemies
abroad and against its own people at home.
Contributors consider the interning or policing
of citizens of color, the activism of radicals,
structural racism, destruction and death in New
Orleans following Hurricane Katrina, and the
FBI Counterintelligence Program designed to
quash domestic dissent. Among the first-person
accounts are an interview with Dhoruba Bin
Wahad, a Black Panther and former political
prisoner; a portrayal of life in prison by a
Plowshares nun jailed for her antinuclear and
antiwar activism; a discussion of the Puerto
Rican Independence Movement by one of its
members, now serving a seventy-year prison
sentence for sedition; and an excerpt from a
1970 letter by the Black Panther George Jackson
chronicling the abuses of inmates in California’s
Soledad Prison. Warfare in the American
Homeland also includes the first English
translation of an excerpt from a pamphlet by

Michel Foucault and others. They argue that the
1971 shooting of George Jackson by prison
guards was a murder premeditated in response
to human-rights and justice organizing by black
and brown prisoners and their supporters.
Contributors. Hishaam Aidi, Dhoruba Bin Wahad
(Richard Moore), Marilyn Buck, Marshall Eddie
Conway, Susie Day, Daniel Defert, Madeleine
Dwertman, Michel Foucault, Carol Gilbert,
Sirène Harb, Rose Heyer, George Jackson, Joy
James, Manning Marable, William F. Pinar,
Oscar Lòpez Rivera, Dylan Rodríguez, Jared
Sexton, Catherine vön Bulow, Laura Whitehorn,
Frank B. Wilderson III
The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War Richard H. Immerman 2013-01-31
The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War offers a
broad reassessment of the period war based on
new conceptual frameworks developed in the
field of international history. Nearing the 25th
anniversary of its end, the cold war now
emerges as a distinct period in twentiethDownloaded from
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century history, yet one which should be
evaluated within the broader context of global
political, economic, social, and cultural
developments. The editors have brought
together leading scholars in cold war history to
offer a new assessment of the state of the field
and identify fundamental questions for future
research. The individual chapters in this volume
evaluate both the extent and the limits of the
cold war's reach in world history. They call into
question orthodox ways of ordering the
chronology of the cold war and also present new
insights into the global dimension of the conflict.
Even though each essay offers a unique
perspective, together they show the
interconnectedness between cold war and
national and transnational developments,
including long-standing conflicts that preceded
the cold war and persisted after its end, or
global transformations in areas such as human
rights or economic and cultural globalization.
Because of its broad mandate, the volume is

structured not along conventional chronological
lines, but thematically, offering essays on
conceptual frameworks, regional perspectives,
cold war instruments and cold war challenges.
The result is a rich and diverse accounting of the
ways in which the cold war should be positioned
within the broader context of world history.
Black Power Encyclopedia: From "Black is
Beautiful" to Urban Uprisings [2 volumes] Akinyele Umoja 2018-07-11
An invaluable resource that documents the Black
Power Movement by its cultural representation
and promotion of self-determination and selfdefense, and showcases the movement's
influence on Black communities in America from
1965 to the mid-1970s. • Gives students and
general readers a comprehensive overview of
the Black Power Movement and an
understanding of its importance within the
turbulence and politics of the 1960s and 1970s
in the United States as well as in the context of
modern-day civil rights • Provides insight into
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important concepts such as Black selfdetermination, Black consciousness,
independent Black politics, and independent
institutions • Features contributions from
premier Black Power scholars as well as Black
Power activists • Offers topical and biographical
entries, a timeline of events, and a bibliography
of key print and nonprint sources of additional
information
Modern Warfare - Roger Trinquier 1964
Military Science for Revolutionaires - Johann
Joseph Most 1978
On Guerrilla Warfare - Mao Tse-tung
2012-03-06
The first documented, systematic study of a truly
revolutionary subject, this 1937 text remains the
definitive guide to guerrilla warfare. It concisely
explains unorthodox strategies that transform
disadvantages into benefits.
Handbook of Revolutionary Warfare - Kwame

Nkrumah 1969
The Influence of Sea Power Upon History,
1660-1783 - Alfred Thayer Mahan 1918
Today, war is more complicated than it has ever
been. When considering military strategy, a
commander must be aware of several theaters of
war. There's ground strength, air power, naval
combat and even cyber warfare. In the late 19th
century, however, the true military might of a
nation rested primarily on the strength of its
navy. In 1890, United States Navy Captain
Alfred Thayer Mahan published a book titled
"The Influence of Sea Power Upon History." The
monumental text addressed the importance of
both military and commercial fleets in the
success of a nation in war and peacetime. Mahan
begins with a discussion of the elements he
considers to be the key to a nation's success on
the seas. He theorizes that a ground force could
not sustain the pressure of a naval blockade.
Mahan then applies his principles to wars of the
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past. He analyzes the use of a navy in various
engagements and considers the resulting
influence on the outcome of the wars. The book
was readily accepted by commanders and
tacticians all over the world and his principles
and theories were utilized throughout the 20th
century. His arguments, along with
technological advances, were influential in the
strengthening of the United States Navy.
Presently, Mahan's work is considered the most
important work on naval strategy in history.
Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare Tayacán 2021-04-10
"Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare"
by Tayacán (translated by Joanne Omang).
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and

formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
The Life and Work of Kwame Nkrumah - Kwame
Arhin 1993
A book about the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah,
President of Ghana from 1960 to 1966
CIA - A. M. Nagy 2011-08-01
Guerrilla warfare is essentially a political war.
Therefore, its area of operations exceeds the
territorial limits of conventional warfare, to
penetrate the political entity itself: the "political
animal" that Aristotle defined. In effect, the
human being should be considered the priority
objective in a political war. And conceived as the
military target of guerrilla war, the human being
has his most critical point in his mind. Once his
mind has been reached, the "political animal"
has been defeated, without necessarily receiving
bullets. Guerrilla warfare is born and grows in
the political environment; in the constant
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combat to dominate that area of political
mentality that is inherent to all human beings
and which collectively constitutes the
"environment" in which guerrilla warfare moves,
and which is where precisely its victory or
failure is defined. This conception of guerrilla
warfare as political war turns Psychological
Operations into the decisive factor of the results.
The target, then, is the minds of the population,
all the population: our troops, the enemy troops
and the civilian population. This book is a
manual for the training of guerrillas in
psychological operations, and its application to
the concrete case of the Christian and
democratic crusade being waged in Nicaragua
by the Freedom Commandos. Note: In this text
the editor has replaced the phrase Sandinista
with "Government" as this manual should be a
guide to fight and conquer any oppressive
government.
Notices of Sullivan's Campaign - Henry O'Reilly
1842

Fighting for Time - Charles D. Melson
2021-02-05
This military study examines the evolution of the
Rhodesian armed services during the complex
conflicts of the Cold War era. Through the 1960s
and 1970s, Africa endured a series of conflicts
involving Rhodesia, South Africa, and Portugal in
conflict with the Frontline States. The Cold War
brought outside influences, including American
interest at the diplomatic, economic, and social
level. In Fighting for Time, military historian
Charles D. Melson sheds new light on this
complex and consequential period through
analysis of the Rhodesian military. Drawing on a
wealth of primary sources, Melson examines the
Rhodesian military’s evolution into a special
operations force conducting intelligence-driven
operations. Along the way, he identifies key
lessons to be learned from this low-intensity
conflict at the level of “tactics, techniques, and
procedures.” Melson looks closely at the military
response to the emerging revolutionary threat
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and the development of general and specialpurpose units. He addresses the critical use of
airpower as a force multiplier supporting civil,
police, and army efforts ranging from internal
security and border control to internal and
external combat operations; the necessity of fulltime joint command structures; and the
escalation of cross-border attacks and
unconventional responses as the conflict
evolved.
Guerrilla Warfare - Che Guevara 2006
A new, authorized and revised edition of a
classic 1960s text on revolution by Che Guevara.
Red Army's Do-it-Yourself, Nazi-Bashing
Guerrilla Warfare Manual, The - Lester Grau
2011-05-28
A selection of the Military Book Club. This third
edition of the The PartisanÕs Companion is the
last-and-best Red Army manual used to train
partisans to fight the Nazi invader. Its
usefulness outlived World War II. It was later
used to train Òthird-worldÓ guerrillas in their

wars of national liberation in the 1950sÐ70s and
even the Fedayeen guerrillas who fought U.S.
and coalition forces in Iraq. Once upon a time,
the Boy Scout Manual concentrated almost
exclusively on camping, field craft and first aid.
The PartisanÕs Companion adds guns,
demolitions, hand-to-hand combat, assorted
mayhem and multiple forms of Nazi-bashing. It
is like the old Boy Scout Manual on steroids.
When Germany invaded the Soviet Union, the
Red Army was hard pressed to cope with the
ÒinvincibleÓ Wehrmacht. The initial partisan
resistance efforts also had problems. No locals
were welcome, and the only guerrillas
recognized by Moscow were surrounded Red
Army units and units of loyal party members who
were sent into unfamiliar territory to battle the
Nazis. The initial training manual was a reprint
from the Russian Civil War, and most of these
units were wiped out. Finally the Soviets began
recruiting partisans from the local
communityÑbut with Red Army officers and
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secret police agents. The partisan effort
improved. By the end of 1942, it was obvious
that Germany was losing the war. The partisan
ranks grew as did the training requirements for
the partisan commanders. The 1942 edition of
the PartisanÕs Companion helped quickly train
new guerrillas to a common standard. Besides
field craft, it covers partisan tactics, German
counter-guerrilla tactics, demolitions, German
and Soviet weapons, scouting, camouflage, antitank warfare and anti-aircraft defense for squad
and platoon-level instruction. It contains the
Soviet lessons of two bitter years of war and
provides a good look at the tactics and training
of a mature partisan force. The partisans moved
and lived clandestinely, harassed the enemy, and
supported the Red Army through reconnaissance
and attacks on the German supply lines. They
were also the agents of Soviet power and
vengeance in the occupied regions. Soviet
historians credit the partisans with tying down
ten percent of the German army and with killing

almost a million enemy soldiers. They clearly
frustrated German logistics and forced the
Germans to periodically sideline divisions to
hunt the partisans. The partisans, and this third
edition, were clearly part of the eventual Soviet
victory over Germany. Les Grau is a retired US
Army officer who fought guerrillas in South
VietnamÑand left on a stretcher. Consequently,
his appreciation for guerrilla tactics came early
in his career. The Army later taught him
Russian, and his tours of duty included frequent
trips to the Soviet Union and elsewhere. He has
is the author of three books on the Soviet-Afghan
War, including The Other Side of the Mountain:
Mujahideen Tactics in the Soviet-Afghan War
(with Ali Jalali). Mike (Misha) Gress grew up in
the wilds of Siberia where everyone's dad,
including his own, was a veteran of the fight
against the Nazis. He joined the Soviet Army and
served in the infantry (motorized rifle) forces,
and afterward produced The Soviet-Afghan War:
How a Superpower Fought and Lost with Les
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Grau.
Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary and
Resistance Warfare - Us Army Special
Operations Command 2017-09
Since the original publication of Undergrounds
in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance
Warfare in 1963, much has changed, but much
remains relevant. The Internet, the globalization
of media, the demise of Soviet Communism and
the Cold War, and the rise of Islamic
fundamentalism have all impacted the nature
and functionality of undergrounds. The original
study's observation, however, that for every
guerilla fighter, there are from two to twentyseven underground members is still true.
Likewise, the report's main thesis--that the
underground part of an insurgency is the sine
qua non of all such movements--is demonstrably
accurate today. This book examines the anatomy
of undergrounds in various insurgencies of
recent history. Our goal is to continue the
groundbreaking work performed in the original

study and update it with insights from the postCold War world. Primary source material for this
book comes from the Tier I and Tier II Case
Studies written as part of the Assessing
Revolutionary and Insurgent Strategies project.
Hence, these case studies should be used as
companion documents for this study.
Political Terrorism - A.J. Jongman 2017-07-28
While there is no easy way to define terrorism, it
may generally be viewed as a method of violence
in which civilians are targeted with the objective
of forcing a perceived enemy into submission by
creating fear, demoralization, and political
friction in the population under attack. At one
time a marginal field of study in the social
sciences, terrorism is now very much in center
stage. The 1970s terrorist attacks by the PLO,
the Provisional Irish Republican Army, the
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, the
Japanese Red Army, the Unabomber, Aum
Shinrikyo, Timothy McVeigh, the World Trade
Center attacks, the assault on a school in Russia,
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and suicide bombers have all made the term
terrorism an all-too-common part of our
vocabulary.This edition of Political Terrorism
was originally published in the 1980s, well
before some of the horrific events noted above.
This monumental collection of definitions,
conceptual frameworks, paradigmatic
formulations, and bibliographic sources is being
reissued in paperback now as a resource for the
expanding community of researchers on the
subject of terrorism. This is a carefully
constructed guide to one of the most urgent
issues of the world today.When the first edition
was originally published, Choice noted, This
extremely useful reference tool should be part of
any serious social science collection. Chronicles
of Culture called it a tremendously
comprehensive book about a subject that any
who have anything to lose--from property to
liberty, life to limbs--should be forewarned
against.
Casebook on Insurgency and Revolutionary

Warfare - American University (Washington,
D.C.). Special Operations Research Office 1962
This casebook provides summary descriptive
accounts of 23 revolutions that have occurred in
seven geographic areas of the world, mostly
since World War 2. Each revolution is described
in terms of the environment in which it
occurred, the form of the revolutionary
movements it self, and the results which were
accomplished. The casebook is designed: (1) to
present a comprehensive introduction to the
subject of revolutions; (2) to illustrate the types
of political, military, cultural, social, and
economic conditions under which revolutions
have occurred; and (3) to examine the general
characteristics of prior revolutionary movements
and some operational problems experienced in
waging, or countering, revolutionary warfare.
The Oxford Handbook of American Elections
and Political Behavior - Jan E. Leighley
2012-02-16
The Oxford Handbooks of American Politics are
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the essential guide to the study of American
political life in the 21st Century. With engaging
contributions from the major figures in the field
The Oxford Handbook of American Elections and
Political Behavior provides the key point of
reference for anyone working in American
Politics today
Kwame Nkrumah - Jeffrey S. Ahlman 2021-04-23
A new biography of Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah,
one of the most influential political figures in
twentieth-century African history. As the first
prime minister and president of the West African
state of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah helped shape
the global narrative of African decolonization.
After leading Ghana to independence in 1957,
Nkrumah articulated a political vision that aimed
to free the country and the
continent—politically, socially, economically, and
culturally—from the vestiges of European
colonial rule, laying the groundwork for a future
in which Africans had a voice as equals on the
international stage. Nkrumah spent his

childhood in the maturing Gold Coast colonial
state. During the interwar and wartime periods
he was studying in the United States. He
emerged in the postwar era as one of the
foremost activists behind the 1945 Manchester
Pan-African Congress and the demand for an
immediate end to colonial rule. Jeffrey Ahlman’s
biography plots Nkrumah’s life across several
intersecting networks: colonial, postcolonial,
diasporic, national, Cold War, and pan-African.
In these contexts, Ahlman portrays Nkrumah not
only as an influential political leader and thinker
but also as a charismatic, dynamic, and
complicated individual seeking to make sense of
a world in transition.
Postcolonialism - Robert J. C. Young 2016-10-17
This seminal work—now available in a 15th
anniversary edition with a new preface—is a
thorough introduction to the historical and
theoretical origins of postcolonial theory.
Provides a clearly written and wide-ranging
account of postcolonialism, empire, imperialism,
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and colonialism, written by one of the leading
scholars on the topic Details the history of anticolonial movements and their leaders around the
world, from Europe and Latin America to Africa
and Asia Analyzes the ways in which freedom
struggles contributed to postcolonial discourse
by producing fundamental ideas about the

relationship between non-western and western
societies and cultures Offers an engaging yet
accessible style that will appeal to scholars as
well as introductory students
Casebook on Insurgency and Revolutionary
Warfare, Volume I - Paul J. Tompkins 2013-10
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